Introduction {#Sec1}
============

In the *resolution proof system* \[[@CR17]\] the unsatisfiability of a formula in conjunctive normal form (CNF) is shown by iteratively deriving new disjunctive clauses until contradiction is reached (in the form of the empty clause). A resolution proof is said to be *regular* \[[@CR59]\] if along the path of derivation steps from any input clause to contradiction every variable is eliminated, or *resolved*, at most once. This condition appears quite natural, since it essentially means that intermediate results should not be proven in a form stronger than what will later be used in the derivation, and indeed DPLL-style algorithms \[[@CR26], [@CR27]\] can be seen to search for regular proofs. In view of this, it is natural to ask whether regularity can be assumed without loss of proof power, but this was ruled out in \[[@CR40]\]. General resolution was shown to be superpolynomially stronger than regular resolution in \[[@CR31]\], a separation that was improved to exponential in \[[@CR2], [@CR61]\]. Regular resolution is in turn known to be exponentially stronger than *tree-like* resolution \[[@CR11], [@CR19]\], where no intermediate clause can be used for further derivations more than once.

There is an interesting connection here to the quest for a better understanding of state-of-the-art SAT solvers based on *conflict-driven clause learning (CDCL)* \[[@CR47], [@CR48]\].[1](#Fn1){ref-type="fn"} Tree-like resolution corresponds to solvers without any clause learning, whereas CDCL solvers have the potential to be as strong as general resolution \[[@CR3], [@CR51]\]. The proofs of the latter result crucially use, among other assumptions, that solvers make frequent restarts, but it has remained open whether this is strictly needed, or whether "smarter" CDCL solvers without restarts could be equally powerful. To model CDCL without restarts, proof systems such as *pool resolution* \[[@CR62]\] and different variants of *resolution trees with lemmas (RTL)* \[[@CR20]\] have been introduced, which sit between regular and general resolution. Therefore, if one wants to prove that restarts increase the reasoning power of CDCL solvers, then formulas that could show this would, in particular, have to separate regular from general resolution. However, all known formulas witnessing this separation \[[@CR2], [@CR61]\] have also been shown to have short pool resolution proofs \[[@CR18], [@CR21]\]. It is therefore interesting to develop methods to find new formula families separating regular and general resolution. This brings us to our next topic of *lifting*.

In one sentence, a *lifting theorem* takes a weak complexity lower bound and amplifies it to a much stronger lower bound by simple syntactic manipulations. Focusing for concreteness on Boolean functions, one can take some moderately hard function $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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A seminal early paper implementing this paradigm is \[[@CR54]\], and the rediscovery and strengthening of this work has led to dramatic progress on many long-standing open problems in communication complexity \[[@CR33]--[@CR35], [@CR37], [@CR38]\]. Other successful examples of the lifting paradigm include lower bounds in monotone complexity \[[@CR52], [@CR53], [@CR58]\], extension complexity \[[@CR32], [@CR43], [@CR45]\], and data structures \[[@CR24]\]. Lifting has also been a very productive approach in proof complexity. Interestingly, many of the relevant papers \[[@CR6], [@CR8], [@CR9], [@CR12], [@CR13], [@CR19], [@CR41], [@CR49], [@CR50]\] predate the "lifting revolution" and were not thought of as lifting papers at the time, but in later works such as \[[@CR29], [@CR36], [@CR57]\] the connection is more explicit.

As described above, in the lifting construction different copies of the gadget *g* are evaluated on disjoint sets of variables. In \[[@CR55]\] it was instead proposed to let the variable domains for different gadgets overlap as specified by well-connected so-called *expander graphs*. This idea of recycling variables between gadgets has turned out to be very powerful, and an ingredient in a number of strong trade-off results between different complexity measures \[[@CR15], [@CR16], [@CR56]\].

**Our Contributions.** The starting point of our work is the simple but crucial observation that the *stone formulas* in \[[@CR2]\] can be viewed as lifted versions of *pebbling formulas* \[[@CR14]\] with maximal overlap, namely as specified by complete bipartite graphs. This raises the question whether there is a lifting theorem waiting to be discovered here, and indeed we prove that the separation in \[[@CR2]\] can be proven more cleanly as the statement that strong enough lower bounds on proof *depth* can be lifted to exponential lower bounds on proof *length* in regular resolution. This in turn implies that if one can find formulas that have short resolution proofs with only small clauses, but that require large depth, then lifting with overlap yields formulas that separate regular and general resolution.

This simpler, more modular proof of \[[@CR2]\] is the main conceptual contribution of our paper, but this simplicity also opens up a path to further improvements. Originally, lifting with overlap was defined in \[[@CR55]\] for low-degree expander graphs, and we show that our new lifting theorem can be extended to this setting also. Intuitively, this yields "sparse" versions of stone formulas that are essentially as hard as the original ones but much smaller. We use this finding for two purposes.

Firstly, we slightly improve the separation between regular and general resolution. It was known that there are formulas having general resolution proofs of length *L* that require regular proofs of length $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Secondly, and perhaps more interestingly from an applied perspective, sparse stone formulas provide the first benchmarks separating regular and general resolution that are sufficiently small to allow meaningful experiments with CDCL solvers. Original stone formulas have the problem that they grow very big very fast. The so-called *guarded* formulas in \[[@CR2], [@CR61]\] do not suffer from this problem, but the guarding literals ensuring the hardness in regular resolution are immediately removed during standard preprocessing, making these formulas very easy in practice. In contrast, sparse stone formulas exhibit quite interesting phenomena. Depending on the exact parameter settings they are either very dependent on frequent restarts, or very hard even with frequent restarts. This is so even though short proofs without restarts exist, which also seem to be possible to find algorithmically if the decision heuristic of the solver is carefully hand-coded.

**Outline of This Paper.** After reviewing some preliminaries in Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}, we present our proof of \[[@CR2]\] as a lifting result in Sect. [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"}. We extend the lower bound to sparse stone formulas in Sect. [4](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"}. We conclude with brief discussions of some experimental results in Sect. [5](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"} and directions for future research in Sect. [6](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"}.

Preliminaries {#Sec2}
=============

**Resolution.** Throughout this paper 0 denotes false and 1 denotes true. A literal $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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A *resolution proof* for (the unsatisfiability of) *F*, also referred to as a *resolution refutation* of *F*, is a sequence of clauses, ending with the empty clause $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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If a formula *F* has a resolution refutation $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Lemma 1 {#FPar1}
-------

**(**\[[@CR60]\]**).** If *F* requires resolution depth $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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**Branching Programs.** In the *falsified clause search problem* for an unsatisfiable CNF formula *F*, the input is some (total) assignment $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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From a resolution refutation of *F* we can build a *branching program* for the falsified clause search problem with the same underlying graph, where every non-source node queries a variable *x* and has outgoing edges 0 and 1, and where any assignment $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\alpha $$\end{document}$ falsifies *C*---in what follows, we will be slightly sloppy and identify a node and the clause labelling it. In order to maintain the invariant, if a node $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$D \vee \overline{x}$$\end{document}$, we query variable *x* at that node, move to the child with the new literal falsified by the assignment to *x*, and forget the value of any variable not in this child. A proof is regular if and only if it yields a *read-once* branching program, where any variable is queried at most once along any path, and it is tree-like if it yields a search tree.

**Pebbling Formulas.** Given a DAG *H* of indegree 2 with a single sink, the pebbling formula over *H* \[[@CR14]\], denoted $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Pebbling formulas over *n*-vertex DAGs *H* have short, small-width refutations, of length $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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**Lifting.** We proceed to define *lifting with overlap* inspired by \[[@CR55]\]. Let *F* be a formula with *n* original variables $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Lemma 2 {#FPar2}
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Lemma 3 {#FPar3}
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The following lemma, as well as its proof, is essentially the same as Lemmas 5 and 6 in \[[@CR1]\] but adapted to vertex expansion.

Lemma 4 {#FPar4}
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Prover wins if at some point Disprover cannot answer one of his moves, and Disprover wins if the game can continue forever.

Theorem 5 {#FPar5}
---------

**(**\[[@CR10], **Theorem 4.2**\]**).** If a graph is an $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Lower Bound for Stone Formulas as a Lifting Theorem {#Sec3}
===================================================

We reprove the result in \[[@CR2]\] by reinterpreting it as a lifting theorem.

Theorem 6 {#FPar6}
---------
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When we choose as *F* the pebbling formula of a graph of pebbling number $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Corollary 7 {#FPar7}
-----------

There are formulas that have general resolution refutations of length $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We start with an overview and a few definitions common to this and the next section. The proof at a high level follows a common pattern in proof complexity: given some complexity measure on clauses, we apply a restriction to the resolution refutation that removes all complex clauses from a short enough proof. In a separate argument, we show that the restricted formula always requires complex clauses, contradicting our assumption of a short refutation.

To build a restriction we use the following concepts. Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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A helpful complexity measure is the width of a clause; we use a complexity measure from \[[@CR2]\] that enforces an additional structure with respect to the lifting.

Definition 8 {#FPar8}
------------
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In this section we only use (*c*, *c*)-complex clauses, which we refer to as *c*-complex. Note that *c* can range from 1 to *m*. We also need the following lemma, which can be established by a straightforward calculation.

Lemma 9 {#FPar9}
-------
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From now on we assume that *G* is the complete bipartite graph $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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--------
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Proof {#FPar11}
-----
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Next we show that *regular* resolution proofs always contain a complex clause.

Lemma 11 {#FPar12}
--------
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Proof {#FPar13}
-----

We build a path through the read-once branching program corresponding to the proof, using a decision tree *T* for *F* of depth $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Assume for the sake of contradiction that we never reach an *m*/4-complex clause. Then we can maintain the invariant until we reach a leaf of the branching program, and that leaf never falsifies a clause of the form $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We use these lemmas to complete the plan outlined at the beginning of this section and prove our lifting theorem.

Proof {#FPar14}
-----

*(of Theorem* [6](#FPar6){ref-type="sec"}*).* Assume for the sake of contradiction that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Lower Bound for Sparsely Lifted Formulas {#Sec4}
========================================

We now generalize the lifting to sparse graphs. The first step is again to show that we can remove all complex clauses from a short proof, but this becomes a harder task so let us begin with an informal overview. Say that we start with a lifted formula whose selector variable graph is an expander and, as in Lemma [10](#FPar10){ref-type="sec"}, we want to make a few stones be assigned and a few stones be matched. After we remove these stone vertices from the graph, it will likely stop being an expander (e.g. because we will likely remove all the neighbours of some vertex).
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Our solution is to add one backup vertex for each stone vertex *j*, so that we can delay the expansion restoring step. Of course we cannot decide beforehand which vertices are primary and which are backup, otherwise it might be that all complex clauses would talk only about backup vertices and our assignment would not affect them, so we have to treat primary and backup vertices equally. But still we make sure that if a vertex *j* is assigned 1, then its backup is assigned 0 and viceversa, taking care of the first problem; and that if a stone vertex *j* is matched to some original variable *i* then its backup is still free and viceversa, taking care of the second problem.
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We can state our sparse lifting theorem using the concept of mirror graphs.
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Lemma 14 {#FPar17}
--------
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Proof {#FPar18}
-----

We show that such a restriction exists using a hybrid between a random and a greedy restriction. We randomly partition the stone vertices in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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First we claim that, with high probability, all clauses of type [1](#Par45){ref-type=""} are satisfied. To show this we note that a clause *C* of type [1](#Par45){ref-type=""} contains at least *c*/4 literals of the same polarity and referring to the same half of the graph. Assume without loss of generality that *C* contains *c*/4 positive literals referring to stones in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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To prove an equivalent of Lemma [11](#FPar12){ref-type="sec"} we use the *extended matching game*, where we allow the following additional move:Prover places an unused finger *i* on a free vertex $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Lemma 15 {#FPar19}
--------

If Prover needs *p* fingers to win the matching game on a graph of right degree $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The proof can be found in the forthcoming full version.

Finally we are ready to prove our last lemma and complete the proof.

Lemma 16 {#FPar20}
--------
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Proof {#FPar21}
-----

At a high level we proceed as in the proof of Lemma [11](#FPar12){ref-type="sec"}, except that now keeping a matching is a more delicate task, and hence we use the extended matching game for it. We want to match any index *i* for which we have information about, this is the value of a variable $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Proof {#FPar22}
-----
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It would also be interesting to prove a lower bound with plain random graphs, not relying on the additional mirror structure. Unfortunately, without backup vertices, the expansion restoring step would make *r*/2 right vertices ineligible to be matched, and that can prevent us from satisfying clauses of type [3](#Par47){ref-type=""} of complexity up to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Experiments {#Sec5}
===========

We have run some experiments to investigate how hard sparse stone formulas are in practice and how restarts influence solvers running on this particular family.

As base formulas we use pebbling formulas over Gilbert--Tarjan graphs with butterflies \[[@CR30], [@CR42]\], which require depth $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varTheta ( \sqrt{n} )$$\end{document}$. Note that lifting the first type of formulas yields benchmarks that are provably hard for regular resolution, whereas for the second type of formulas we are not able to give any theoretical guarantees. Our experimental results are very similar, however, and so below we only discuss formulas obtained from pyramids, for which more benchmarks can be generated.

We used an instrumented version \[[@CR28]\] of the solver Glucose \[[@CR4]\] to make it possible to experiment with different heuristics. The results reported here are for the settings that worked best, namely VSIDS decision heuristic and preprocessing switched on. To vary the restart frequency we used Luby restarts with factors 1, 10, 100, and 1000 plus a setting with no restarts. The time-out limit was 24 h. For the record, we also ran some preliminary experiments for standard Glucose (with adaptive restarts) and Lingeling \[[@CR46]\], but since the results were similar to those for Luby restarts with a factor 100 we did not run full-scale experiments with these configurations.

We illustrate our findings in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} by plotting results from experiments using the pebbling formula over a pyramid graph of height 12 as the base formula and varying the number of stones. We used random graphs of left degree 6 as selector variable graphs. Note that once the pebbling DAG for the base formula has been fixed, changing the number of stones does not change the size of the formula too much. For the particular pebbling DAG in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, the number of variables is in the interval from 550 to 650.

Empirically, the formulas are hardest when the number of stones is close to the proof depth for the base formula, which is also the scenario where the calculations in Sect. [4](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"} yield the strongest bound. We expect the hardness to increase as the number of stones approaches from below the proof depth of the base formula, but as the number of stones grow further the formulas should get easier again. This is so since the fact that the selector graph left degree is kept constant means that the overlap decreases and ultimately vanishes, and pebbling formulas lifted without overlap are easy for regular resolution.Fig. 1.Solving stone formulas over a pyramid of height 12.

Interestingly, the solver behaviour is very different on either side of this hardness peak. As we can see on the left in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}a, in the beginning the number of conflicts (and hence the running time) grows exponentially in the number of stones, independently of the number of restarts. With more stones, however, restarts become critical. The number of restarts used to solve a particular instance remains similar among all solver configurations, as shown on the right in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}b. Therefore, if the solver restarts more frequently it reaches this number of restarts faster and solves the formula faster, as shown by the conflict counts on the right in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}a.

To make CDCL solvers run as fast as possible, we crafted a custom decision order tailored to stone formulas over pyramids. With this decision order, no restarts, and very limited clause erasures, the solver decided dense stone formulas over pyramids of height *h* with *h* stones in a number of conflicts proportional to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathrm {O} \bigl ( h^5 \bigr )$$\end{document}$ clauses). For sparse stone formulas, we found one decision order (custom 1 in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}a) that worked reasonably well for small pyramids but failed for larger ones. A second attempt (custom 2) performed well for all pyramid sizes as long as the number of stones was below the hardness peak, but failed for more stones (when the formulas become easy for VSIDS with frequent restarts).

Summing up, even though stone formulas always possess short resolution refutations, and even though CDCL solvers can sometimes be guided to decide the formulas quickly even without restarts, these formulas can be surprisingly hard in practice for state-of-the-art solvers with default heuristics. The frequency of restarts seems to play a crucial role---which is an interesting empirical parallel of the theoretical results in \[[@CR3], [@CR51]\]---but for some settings of stone formula parameters even frequent restarts cannot help the solver to perform well.

Concluding Remarks {#Sec6}
==================

In this work we employ lifting, a technique that has led to numerous breakthroughs in computational complexity theory in the last few years, to give a significantly simplified proof of the result in \[[@CR2]\] that general resolution is exponentially more powerful than regular resolution. We obtain this separation as a corollary of a generic lifting theorem amplifying lower bounds on proof depth to lower bounds on regular proof length in resolution. Thanks to this new perspective we are also able to extend the result further, so that we obtain smaller benchmark formulas that slightly strengthen the parameters of the previously strongest separation between regular and general resolution in \[[@CR61]\].

Furthermore, these new formulas are also small enough to make it possible to run experiments with CDCL solvers to see how the running time scales as the formula size grows. Our results show that although these formulas are theoretically very easy, and have resolution proofs that seem possible to find for CDCL solvers without restarts if they are given guidance about which variable decisions to make, in practice the performance depends heavily on settings such as frequent restarts, and is sometimes very poor even for very frequent restarts.

Our main result implies that if we can find CNF formulas that have resolution proofs in small width but require sufficiently large depth, then lifted versions of such formulas separate regular and general resolution. (This is so since proof width can only increase by a constant factor after lifting, and small-width proofs have to be short in general resolution by a simple counting argument.) Unfortunately, the only such formulas that are currently known are pebbling formulas. It would be very interesting to find other formulas with the same property.

Also, it would be desirable to improve the parameters of our lifting theorem. A popular family of pebbling graphs are pyramids, but the proof depth for pebbling formulas based on such graphs is right below the threshold where the lower bound amplification kicks in. Could the analysis in the proof of the lifting theorem be tightened to work also for, e.g., pebbling formulas over pyramids?

On the applied side, it is intriguing that sparse stone formulas can be so hard in practice. One natural question is whether one could find some tailor-made decision heuristic that always makes CDCL solvers run fast on such formulas, with or even without restarts. An even more relevant question is whether some improvement in standard CDCL heuristics could make state-of-the-art solvers run fast on these formulas (while maintaining performance on other formulas).

A similar idea in the context of CSPs was independently developed in \[[@CR5]\].
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